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COLAB SAN LUIS OBISPO              

WEEK OF JULY 23 - 29, 2017 

 

THIS WEEK 
 

MARIJUANA FEES AND TAXES                           
(PRELIMINARY DISCUSSION TUESDAY AFTERNOON AT 1:30 PM) 

GRAND JURY REPORTS, LABOR CONTRACTS, 

& FUNDING A CAPSLO HOMELESS SHELTER 

ALL ON THE DANCE CARD 

PLANNING COMMISSION BEGINS ITS 

ARDUOUS MARIJUANA ODYSSEY   

LAST WEEK 

 

LOS OSOS DELINQUENT AND ALL FUTURE 

SEWER BILLS TO GO ON PROPERTY TAX BILLS 
 

RELIEF ON GUEST HOUSES/2
ND

 UNITS PASSES                                                                
(YOU WON’T HAVE TO LIVE IN THE OTHER HOUSE OR BUILD A 

NEW ROAD – BUT FURTHER REFORMS MAY TAKE YEARS) 

   

 

SLO COLAB IN DEPTH                   

(SEE PAGE 12)  
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NO NEW CIVIL WAR – THE REVOLUTION 

ALREADY HAPPENED 

By Mike Brown 

THE COUNTRY IS COMING APART, AND THE 

ADVOCATES OF RADICAL EGALITARIANISM 

ARE WINNING 

By Victor Davis Hanson  
    
 

THIS WEEK’S HIGHLIGHTS 
 

 

 

Board of Supervisors Meeting of Tuesday, July 25, 2017 (Scheduled)  

 

Item 1 - Grand Jury Report on Jail, Jail Medical Issues, and Inmate Deaths.  The Jury 

found that there are deficiencies in management structure and coordination between the Sheriff’s 

Office and the County Health Agency related to inmate medical care. The recent deaths are 

mentioned but treated gingerly because they are under investigation by unnamed agencies. 

 

Essentially the Jury recommended that the County explore going out to bid to seek a private 

sector corrections medical management company to provide comprehensive care and 

accountability. Many neighboring jurisdictions have adopted this method.   

 

Item 2 - Grand Jury Report on Residential and Jail Detoxification Services.  The jury found 

that there are no residential detoxification services for the poor and that jail detox services are 

insufficient and not coordinated.  The County answer seems to be running some sort of inter-

departmental task force to figure out what to do. 

 

Both items 1 and 2 above raise questions about the competency of the County’s Health Agency 

and its mental health and alcohol and drug programs. 

 

Item 5 - New Airport Concession Contract Award.  The County went out to bid to secure a 

concessionaire for the new Airport Terminal, which comes on line in October. The basic 

parameters include: 
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We hope that the new terminal, combined with recent addition of flights and destinations, will be 

very successful and that people fly local. 

 

Item 6 - Airport Spirit of Saint Louis Restaurant Concession Transfer Approval.  The 

current concession holder is retiring and the Board will consider transferring the lease to a new 

operator. We hope they keep the great sandwiches. Eating in the outside area is great for those of 

us who love planes and jet noise.  

 

As they used to say around Airforce bases: “Jet noise, the sound of freedom.” 

 

Item 9 - New 2-Year Contract for Probation Officers’ Union.  The contract contains a 3.5% 

raise retro-active to July 1, 2017 and a 3.5% raise on July 1, 2018.  The full compound ongoing 

cost by the end of the 2nd year is estimated to be $795,000. With 108 employees in this unit, the 

average raise over the 2 years will be $7,361.11. Depending on rank, some will of course receive 

more and some less. It is not known if the related pension increase costs are included in the 

$795,000. 
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Again we wish the Board would provide a chart with each of these contracts as they come 

through, which shows the aggregated costs of all the contracts going out for the 2 years.  

 

What’s in your wallet? 

 

Item 20 - Execution of the $500,000 Construction Grant to the Community Action 

Partnership of San Luis Obispo County (CAPSLO).  This item executes the action payment 

transaction. The budgetary approval already occurred in 2014. The total project is estimated to 

cost about $6.7 million. The write-up states that CAPSLO has raised the balance of the funding 

from other sources. 

 

Matters After 1:30 PM 

 

Item 25 - Marijuana Fees and Taxes.  The staff is requesting that the Board provide direction 

on whether or not it wishes staff to study and prepare adopting legislation for: 

 

Marijuana Regulatory Fees to cover the costs of administering future regulatory ordinances 

including administration, inspection, and enforcement. 

 

Marijuana Taxes to provide the County additional discretionary revenue.  

 

The Board may adopt regulatory fees by ordinance. A tax would have to be approved by the 

voters.  

 

The write-up indicates that the State already plans to tax marijuana separately from counties and 

cities. 

 

Effective January 1, 2018, the State will impose a 15% excise tax on purchasers of all cannabis 

and cannabis products, and will impose a tax on cannabis cultivators ($9.25 per dry-weight 

ounce of cannabis flowers and $2.75 per dry-weight ounce of cannabis leaves).   

 

Staff conducted research on fees and taxes charged in other jurisdictions and reported its 

findings in the table displayed on the next page: 

 

  

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjQy8WNuZ3VAhUS32MKHQi0A9UQjRwIBw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fcaliforniamarijuanamarket.com%2Fpot-blame-californias-drought%2F&psig=AFQjCNFk3DyeAK4_fKF7lbAWuHFrV6tjhA&ust=1500831940703150
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If taxes and fees are too high, the illegal marijuana black market might continue. The staff did 

not project potential revenues under different hypothetical scenarios based on acreage number of 

grows, and volumes of refined ounces or pounds of unrefined flowers and leaves.  

 

 

 

 
 

 

Once again, the Board is not considering whether a decision to permit the large scale production 

and sale of marijuana is a good idea in and of itself. Statewide and locally most officials are 

taking the position that the voters approved it by large margins and that therefore the 

government’s job is to prepare a regulatory and taxing system within the parameters of state 

enabling legislation. 

 

 

Planning Commission Meeting of Tuesday, July 27, 2017 (Scheduled)  

 

 

Item 5 - Study session and informational update related to cannabis regulations.  

Essentially the County has lost control of the marijuana issue in terms of the proliferation of both 

registered and unregistered grows. There are over 350 grows registered and many hundreds more 
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which are not registered. If the Board desires to reduce the total number as part of its ultimate 

adoption and regulatory scheme, it is going to be very difficult.  

 

Relatedly there are different factions in the marijuana industry representative of varying 

interests, such as small mom and pop operations all the way up to large corporate entities and 

everything in between. 

 

The potential scale and value of the industry is enormous. After several updates, the Board of 

Supervisors has lobbed the issue to the Planning Commission with instructions to craft a  

recommended regulatory scheme and ordinance and then to report back. 

 

The upcoming meeting reported here is an introductory study session to orient the commission to 

the issues. The amount of correspondence in the file directed to the Commission is huge, 

complex, and indicative of the varying concerns. The Commission will no doubt have to 

undertake many lengthy and tedious meetings, which will populated by all sorts of interest 

groups armed to the teeth to push their preferred version. 

 

We thought that one of the letters in the file from an LA law firm representing labor is perfectly 

indicative of the types of complexity and far reaching interests involved. It is reproduced in full 

below: 

 

 

 

Please continue on the next page: 

 

  
CALIFORNIA VALLEY 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjY9JqLup3VAhVX4WMKHfhJAtQQjRwIBw&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newtimesslo.com%2Fsanluisobispo%2Fcannabis-valley-the-sudden-proliferation-of-marijuana-grows-in-the-california-valley-worries-residents%2FContent%3Foid%3D2968175&psig=AFQjCNFk3DyeAK4_fKF7lbAWuHFrV6tjhA&ust=1500831940703150
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This looks like a project labor agreement for marijuana industry employees. 
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LAST WEEK’S HIGHLIGHTS 

 

 

 

Board of Supervisors Meeting of Tuesday, July 18, 2017 (Completed) 

 

Item 19 - Hearing on a Resolution to Authorize Collection of Delinquent Sewer Service 

Charges for Customers of the Los Osos Waste Water Treatment System by Adding the 

Charges to their Property Tax Bills For fiscal year 2017.  The Board approved placing the 

charges on the people’s tax bills. This included separate actions to collect delinquent bills from 

the Fiscal Year 2016-17 and all bills going forward starting with the current FY 2017-18. No one 

complained. 

 

Background:  Approximately 651 property owners are in arrears on their Los Osos sewer use 

bills. The staff recommends that these amounts be placed on the respective owners’ property tax 

bills. Failure to pay the regular taxes and the added amounts attributable to the sewer use would 

result in penalties and, if eventually not paid, County foreclosure of the properties.  

 

The total amount owed is $326,903. The item did not indicate how many total properties have 

hooked up to the system and how many were billed. In April it was reported that about 3,000 

properties were mandated to hook up, of which about 700 (23%) had not yet been connected. 

This item says 88% have connected but some of those could be very near term. Thus the number 

that had received a bill for FY 2016 -17 might be about 2,300. With 651 not paying, the 

delinquency rate in terms of customer’s numbers would be 28%, which is very high. 

  

Item 20 - Amending County Rules Regulating Secondary Dwelling Units to Conform with 

State Statute.  The Board approved the ordinance revision providing a little relief to property 

owners. The item was supported by the public. 

 

Background:  Per the recommendation of the Planning Commission, the Board approved 

removing certain arbitrary restrictions on 2
nd

 residential units. The impetus for the proposed 

changes first came from the State Legislature, which has begun to remove certain artificial 

barriers to the creation of housing. In this case it has required that cities and counties make it 

easier to create residential 2
nd

 units. Accordingly, the Board eliminated: 

 

Section 22.30.470.B.2 (Title 22) – “Occupancy of primary and secondary units restricted”, 

which requires that the property owner must occupy one unit as their primary residence. 

– “Type of Road Surface” requirement, which requires 

paving  

 

The provision pertains to both the inland and coastal zones (same wording for the Coastal zone, 

which is Section 23). 
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COLAB IN DEPTH 

IN FIGHTING THE TROUBLESOME, LOCAL DAY-TO-DAY ASSAULTS ON OUR 

FREEDOM AND PROPERTY, IT IS ALSO IMPORTANT TO KEEP IN MIND THE 

LARGER UNDERLYING IDEOLOGICAL, POLITICAL, AND ECONOMIC CAUSES 

AND FORCES  

 

NO NEW CIVIL WAR – THE REVOLUTION ALREADY 

HAPPENED 

By Mike Brown 

Recently there has been a growing epidemic of media handwringing about the divisiveness of 

American politics.  Pundits on both the left and right worry that the country has never been as 

divided since the decade leading up to the Civil War. There is considerable discussion about the 

possible fragmentation of the nation and some fantasizing about California (perhaps with Oregon 

and Washington) becoming a separate nation.  

Receiving less current attention is the idea by some extreme Hispanic nationalist groups of the 

South Western US (California, Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, and Colorado) becoming the new 

nation of Atzlan. In some versions, Atzlan might also contain remnants or portions of the current 

Mexico. 

From time to time some Texans imbibe nostalgia of an independent Texas Republic, free from 

the regulatory and fiscal depredations of the progressive establishment. 

Of course, then there is the vision of an independent City-State of Berkeley, the erstwhile 

“Peoples’ Republic” and “The Athens of the West.” The ultra-politically correct City Council 

has lost control of its downtown streets, which are plagued by filthy homeless encampments at 

major intersections where the combined stench of urine and marijuana permeate the air.  

Those positively flirting with these centrifugal visions might consider the horrible cost and 

protracted consequences of the Civil War and its aftermath.   

In the 1850’s the horrendous moral, legal, humanitarian, and cultural contradictions of slavery 

(regarded as a form of property right by some) drove the inevitable cataclysm forward.  
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Simultaneously, and adding to the breakdown, 

was the growing realization by southerners that 

they were inexorably being relegated to the status 

of a domestic economic colony of the paleo-

industrial successors to the Puritan oligarchy that 

dominated the northeast (Massachusetts, 

Connecticut, Rhode Island, New York, and 

Pennsylvania). The costs of the conflict were 

awful, including the death of over 600,000 

soldiers from both sides.   

The ultimate defeat of the Confederacy 

annihilated a generation of young men, wreaked 

vast physical destruction on the South’s infrastructure, farms, and cities, and left much of the 

region isolated and impoverished. It was not until the 1960’s that we saw the beginnings of the 

huge economic and cultural efflorescence of Atlanta, Houston, Charlotte, Dallas/Fort Worth, 

Nashville, Memphis, the northern Virginia metro complex, and so many other towns and cities 

throughout the South. The actual results were not as pleasant as portrayed in the romantic 

lithograph. The young mother was much more likely to have been an impoverished widow 

dependent on relatives and/or working as a servant or seamstress to eke out a lonely and dismal 

living well into the early 20
th

 Century. 

Had the Confederacy won the war, it is very possible that the 2 separate and weaker successor 

nations could have successively fallen victim to potential aggressors such as the British Empire 

or Imperial Germany or both. As late as World War I, the Brits had a fully developed plan to 

invade and defeat the United States by invasion from Canada. Or the two nations might have 

been locked into recurring or perpetual conflict with each other. 

Today, a potential breakup will certainly beckon the interest of the Chinese, Russians, and 

Islamic imperialists. 

But is it possible that the interests of the vast Federal, state, local, and public educational 

bureaucracies act to prevent potential dissolution or fragmentation notwithstanding secessionist 

or balkanizing initiatives of various political groups? 

Key issues dividing American society are manifest in both the political and cultural realms. Are 

these as dangerous as the slavery, states’ rights, and economic dominance questions were in 

1860?  

The progressive left and the conservative movement are divided by disputed positions relating to 

6 generic issues of politics. These are: 
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1. Citizenship/Legal Equality – Are all people in the society citizens endowed with the same 

rights and status before the law? Are all peoples’ personal security and property equally 

protected regardless of race, economic class, religion, gender, national origin, age, and other 

characteristics? Although this question has largely been answered in the affirmative, there 

remain new and disputed areas of action.  

Key contemporary issues of contention: 

 Do non-citizen visitors living here legally and undocumented people possess the full 

status and rights of citizens? 

 Should they be allowed to vote?  

 Should new immigrants who are here legally, or, for that matter any other group, be 

allowed to set up separate criminal and civil legal systems or a state within the state 

based on their religion, cultural heritage, or other rationale?  

 Is the existence of private property guaranteed, or, although given lip service, will it 

actually be expropriated by ever increasing taxes and regulatory measures?  

 What about a free market economy? 

 Should the Federal Government or states impose expanded restrictions on the sale 

and possession of various categories of firearms and ammunition by citizens?  

 Should the police and military be the only entities in society allowed to possess and 

use firearms? 

 Should the US strictly control immigration and particularly illegal immigration 

across its southern border?  

 Do identity politics, the resurgence of ethnic and racial differences, and political 

correctness undermine the heretofore-achieved consensus on citizenship and 

constitutional rights? 

2. Social and Economic Equality – Are equal access to opportunity and the guarantees in item 

one above sufficient or should there be guaranteed outcomes and income redistribution to pay for 

those outcomes. 

Key contemporary issues of contention: 

 Is every citizen entitled to “free” health care?   

 Is every citizen entitled to “free” housing?  

 Is every citizen entitled to “free” college?  

 What about resident non-citizens of various statuses? 

 If the answer is yes, how will these entitlements be funded and by whom? 

 What is the impact of funding all or part of these entitlements on investment, private 

property, and freedom? 
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 What about the inevitable slackers, who fail to perform in school, work, and other 

aspects of life? Should they be entitled to the proverbial “all-expense-paid life”? 

 Should the children of the wealthy and upper middle classes be allowed to inherit 

large sums of money, stocks, and property, which give them an inherent advantage, 

or should these inheritances be confiscated and used to fund social and educational 

programs so that everyone starts out on an equal basis and succeed based on their 

inherent smartness, energy, and work ethic?  

3. The Appropriate Scope of the Role of Government At All Levels – Should the Federal 

government, states, and local governments continue to expand their services, regulatory role, and 

portion of economic activity or should these be restricted?      

Key issues of contemporary contention: 

 Should governments be regulating and providing taxpayer funded incentives and 

disincentives to reduce the level of greenhouse gases? 

 As a corollary, should governments be supporting some industries and corporations 

with incentives while suppressing others? 

 Are more regulations needed in most aspects of economic, social, and cultural life, or 

has the level of these reached a point at which they are negatively impacting 

productive capacity, innovation, income, and freedom (including rights under Item 1 

above)?  

 Should governments expand their roles in capital investment beyond highways, 

harbors, airports, educational institutions, utilities, military installations and systems, 

parks, and transit systems?  

 What about subsidizing automobile manufacturing? How about inter-city rail? 

 Should government employees, the peoples' employees, be allowed to form labor 

organizations and to bargain against the people who fund their salaries and benefits 

for which their jobs exist in the first place? 

4. The Appropriate Division of Authority (Centralized or Decentralized) – The Degree of 

Federalism) – Should the Federal government be supreme, with more centralized power and 

functions, or should power and functions be distributed to the states, and then within the states to 

the counties, cities, and other local entities?  

Key Issues of contention include:   

 Should the states and cities be allowed to set up their own immigration standards and 

become sanctuaries for people who are here illegally? 

 Should the states or the Federal government regulate the standards for marriage and 

families? 
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 Should the states or the Federal Government determine whether the recreational use 

of marijuana should be legalized? 

 Should the states or the Federal government set educational standards?  

5.  The Legitimacy of Government (Particularly the Federal Government) - Do people trust 

that their elected and appointed officials achieved their offices by legal and honest means? 

Key issues of contention: 

 Are the various branches elected and appointed legally and are they operating legally 

and within the generally accepted parameters for items 1-4 above? 

 Are elections clean or rigged? 

 Should non-citizens who reside here be allowed to vote? Are they voting? 

 Has campaign financing by corporations, wealthy individuals, foreign governments, 

government employee labor unions, and other interests populated the various offices 

of government with officials who are so captive to these special interests that the 

concept of the public interest has been annihilated?                                              

6. The Role of the United States in the World – Does the historic American experience, 

freedom, rule of law, and broad based high standard of living create a moral imperative for the 

US to oppose nations, movements, and cultures that would weaken or destroy American 

civilization – exceptionalism? 

 Should the US use force to compel North Korea and Iran to cease their nuclear 

ICBM programs? 

 Should the US use force to compel the Russians to cease acquisition of territory in 

Eastern Europe? 

 Should the US affirmatively promote its culture, vision, economic, and legal system 

in the world? 

Inter-Action of the Key Questions: 

These questions and the answers, which are always evolving, do not exist in isolation from one 

another, but interact with each other in the political and cultural milieu. Does substantial 

dominance by either the progressive left or the conservative movement presage a breakdown of 

the nation’s political structure? If the electoral institutions began to collapse, would the various 

bureaucracies (the deep state) simply keep operating, particularly the military, police, justice 

system, and social service bureaucracies, to prevent secession, rebellion, and/or anarchy?  

Or has the collapse already happened? If it did, who do you think prevailed? And are we so 

anesthetized and distracted that we just haven’t noticed?   
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Mike Brown is the Government Affairs Director of the Coalition of Labor Agriculture and 

Business (COLAB) of San Luis Obispo County. He had a 42-year career as a city manager and 

county executive officer in 4 states including California. He can be reached at 

mike@colabslo.org.  

  

THE COUNTRY IS COMING APART, AND THE 

ADVOCATES OF RADICAL EGALITARIANISM ARE 

WINNING 

By Victor Davis Hanson 

The wars between Trump, the media, the deep state, and the progressive party — replete 

with charges and counter-charges of scandal, collusion, and corruption — are merely 

symptoms of a much larger fundamental and growing divide between Americans that is 

reaching a dangerous climax.  

On four prior occasions in American history the country nearly split apart, as seemingly 

irreconcilable cultural, economic, political, social, geographical, and demographic fault 

lines opened a path to hatred and violence. 

During the Jacksonian Revolution of the 1830s, factions nearly ripped the country ap art 

over whether the East Coast Founders’ establishment of a half -century would relinquish 

its monopoly of political power to reflect the new demographic realties of an expanding 

frontier — and its populist champions often deemed unfit for self-governance. For the 

most part, the Jacksonians won. 

Three decades later the nation divided over slavery, prompting the most lethal war in 

American history to end it and force the defeated Confederate southern states back into 

the Union. 

The Great Depression, and the establishment’s inept responses to it, left a quarter of the 

country unemployed for nearly a decade — hungry and desperate to expand government 

even if it entailed curtailing liberty in a way never envisioned by the Founders. The result 

was eventually the redefinition of freedom as the right of the individual to have his daily 

needs guaranteed by the state. 

In the 1960s, the hippie movement — fueled by furor over the Vietnam War, civil-rights 

protests, and environmental activism — turned holistic in a fashion rarely seen before. A 

quarter of the country went “hip,” grooming, dressing, talking, and acting in a way that 

reflected their disdain for the silent majority of “straight” or “irrelevant” traditional 

America. The hipsters lost the battle (most eventually cut their hair and outgrew their 

mailto:mike@colabslo.org
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paisley tops to join the rat race) but won the war — as the universities, media, 

foundations, Hollywood, arts, and entertainment now echo the values of 1969 rather than 

those that preceded it. 

Now we are engaged in yet a fifth revolutionary divide, similar to, but often unlike, prior 

upheavals. The consequences of globalization, the growth of the deep state, changing 

demographics, open borders, the rise of a geographic apartheid between blue and red 

states, and the institutionalization of a permanent coastal political and culture elite — and 

the reaction to all that — are tearing apart the country. 

Despite its 21st-century veneer, the nature of the divide is often over ancient questions of 

politics and society. 

The Deep State 

Technological advances, the entrance of a billion Chinese into the global work force, and 

the huge growth in the administrative entitlement state have redefined material want. The 

poor today have access to appurtenances undreamed of just five decades ago by the upper 

middle classes: one or two dependable cars, big-screen televisions, designer sneakers and 

jeans, and an array of appliances from air conditioning to microwave ovens. The rub is 

not that a Kia has no stereo system but that it does not have the same model that’s in the 

rich man’s Lexus. Inequality does not mean starvation: Obesity is now a national 

epidemic among the nation’s poor; one in four Californians admitted for any reason to a 

hospital is found to suffer from diabetes or similar high-blood-sugar maladies due largely 

to an unhealthy diet and lifestyle choices. 

In political terms, the conflict hinges on whether the powers of entrenched government 

will be used to ensure a rough equality of result — at the expense of personal liberty and 

free will. The old argument that a wealthy entrepreneurial class, if left free of 

burdensome and unnecessary government restrictions to create wealth, will enrich all 

Americans, is now largely discredited. Or rather it is stranger than that. The hyper 

wealthy — a Jeff Bezos, Mark Zuckerberg, or Warren Buffett — by brilliant marketing 

and opportunistic politics are mostly immune from government audit, and from robber -

baron and antitrust backlash. Instead, redistributive ire is aimed at the upper middle class, 

which lacks the influence and romance of the extremely wealthy and is shrinking because 

of higher taxes, ever-increasing regulations, and globalized trade. 

It does not matter that the ossified European social model does not work and leads to 

collective decline in the standard of living. The world knows that from seeing the 

implosion of Venezuela and Cuba, or the gradual decline of the EU and the wreckage of 

its Mediterranean members, or the plight of blue states such as Illinois and California. 

Instead, it is the near-religious idea of egalitarianism that counts; on the global stage, it 

has all but won the war against liberty. We are all creatures of the Animal Farm barnyard 

now. 
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Indeed, if today’s student actually read Orwell’s short allegorical novel (perhaps unlikely 

because it was written by a white male heterosexual), he would miss the message and 

instead probably approve of the various machinations of the zealot pig Napoleon to do 

whatever he deemed necessary to end the old regime, even if it meant re-creating it under 

a new correct veneer. 

The conservative effort to roll back the entitlement, bureaucratic, and redistributionist 

state has so far mostly failed. That today, coming off sequestration, we are on target to 

run up a $700 billion annual deficit, on top of a $20 trillion national debt, goes largely 

unnoticed. Eighteen trillion dollars in national debt later, Ronald Reagan’s idea of cutting 

taxes to “starve the beast’ of federal spending has been superseded by “gorge the beast” 

to ensure that taxes rise on the upper classes. To the degree that there is a residual war 

over entitlements, it is not over cutting back such unsustainable programs, but instead 

about modestly pruning the level of annual increases.  

The government necessary to ensure such continued state borrowing and spending is now 

nearly autonomous and transcends politics — and is eager to use its formidable powers 

against any who threaten it. Identity Politics On a second front, there is a veritable civil 

war over race, ethnicity, gender, and identity. Massive immigration, the rise of 

opportunistic identity politics, and a new tribalism have replaced the old melting pot of 

assimilation, integration, and intermarriage with salad-bowl separatism. The only 

obstacle to the tribal state is that there may soon be too many victims with too many 

claims on too few oppressors.  

There are too many incentives — from political spoils and university admissions, to 

government employment and popular cultural acceptance — to identify with one’s tribe 

rather than simply as an American.  

The problems with such tribal fissuring are threefold. One, the rhetorical disdain for 

traditional majority culture and values operates in a landscape in which the critic adopts 

the tropes and lifestyles of all that he demonizes. From what traditions do the Claremont 

or Berkeley students believe their rights of protest derive? Where do they get their 

expectations of clean campus water or capital to drop out of the economy for four years 

of college? Was the technology behind the iPhone a result of a patriarchal, nativist, male 

culture — and does that therefore make the device tainted and unsuitable for use?  

Second, if red-state, traditional America is constantly assaulted with various charges of –

isms and —ologies, why would any foreigner wish to enter the United States, or upon 

entering live in such wretched places as red-state Arizona, Texas, Florida, or Utah? Is 

schizophrenia thus required: Concretely use and enjoy the legacies of a demonized 

culture while abstractly damning them?  

Third, when tribalism supersedes the individual, then all criteria of merit, character, and 

ethics recede into identity: Race, gender, and ethnicity replace merit and we begin to 

have black NASA engineers, white nuclear-plant operators, or brown jet pilots rather than 
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missiles, power, and flights that are overseen and operated by the most skilled among us. 

When a society operates on a tribal basis — we see it often in Africa and the Middle East 

— everything from tap water to IVs are a luxury. 

 In short, will America remain a multiracial nation united in one culture in which 

superficial physical appearance becomes largely irrelevant (and indeed one’s racial DNA 

pedigree soon becomes almost undefinable), or will it go the tribal route that ultimately 

leads to something like the Balkans, Rwanda, Iraq — or Evergreen State, Ferguson, and 

Middlebury?  

Finally, there is a growing rejection of the founding principles of the United States, its 

traditional Christian-based values, and the old idea of American exceptionalism. 

Federalism and the idea of a republic, after all, do not necessarily lead to radical  

egalitarianism or a society of absolute equals. Yet the modern progressive mind is 

wedded to two principles: that 51 percent of the population at any given moment should 

have the final say in governance only if it reflects correct progressive principles; and if 

the population is “fooled” and votes incorrectly, then an elite in government, the courts, 

and the media will intervene to set in place what hoi polloi should have done to properly 

advance the correct agendas. In practical terms, will universities s till teach the inductive 

method and fact-based knowledge, or deductive social activism? Will our past be seen as 

noble and at times tragic, or melodramatically as exploitive? And will progressives abide 

by occasional political setbacks in elections, the courts, and popular referenda, or seek to 

subvert those institutions as unacceptable impediments to their radically egalitarian 

agendas?  

So who is winning this fifth American conflict, and why?  

Progressivism.  

It has an insidious appeal to human nature, offering contexts and arguments for 

dependency — which is defined as the consequence of some sort of prior unethical 

exploitation (rather than chance, bad luck, or personal pathology, perhaps in addition to 

exploitation) and therefore deserving of proper recompense. Progressivism promises a 

transcendence over nature’s limitations through superior education, proper training, and 

correct reasoning, as if poverty, illness, and inequality were not innate to human nature 

but results of selfishness and ignorance and so rather easily remedied. It confuses 

technological progress with a credo that human nature itself evolves in predictably 

progressive ways, thereby supposedly making obsolete institutions and protocols (from 

the Constitution itself to ancient ideas such as deterrence) that were once time-honored. 

The combination of market capitalism and personal freedom can enervate a population, 

misleading people into thinking that their bounty is unending and natural, and giving 

them the latitude for cynicism, skepticism, and nihilism about the sources of their 

privilege. 
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 Virtue-signaling among elites who are critical of the very protocols that led to their own 

success serves as a psychological mechanism to alleviate guilt about privilege. And when 

an elite deprecates its own culture, the ripple effects widen upon reaching the masses. 

The combination of market capitalism and personal freedom can enervate a population, 

misleading people into thinking that their bounty is unending and natural, and giving 

them the latitude for cynicism, skepticism, and nihilism about the sources of their 

privilege. In the West, a narcissism follows that oddly manifests itself in thinking that 

human sins are almost exclusively Westerners’ own.  

These age-old observations often led to depressions among Western philosophers who 

grasped the Western paradox that the success of market capitalism and constitutional 

government might undermine the ancient virtues essential to their continuance.  

 In this latest arena of civil dissent, Donald Trump, the renegade liberal and most unlikely 

traditionalist, squares off against the elite that despises his very being not only for 

reasons of class and culture, but mostly for attempting to restore a traditional regime of 

citizenship, individualism, assimilation, territorial sovereignty, recognized borders, 

strong defense, deterrence abroad, and free-market capitalism. In sum, behind the daily 

hysterias over collusions, recusals, obstructions, and nullifications, there is an ongoing, 

often vicious war over the very nature and future of Western culture in general and 

America in particular.  

Hanson is a senior fellow at the Hoover Institution and the author of The Second World 

Wars: How the First Global Conflict Was Fought and Won, to appear in October from 

Basic Books. This article first appeared in the July 18, 2017 National Review and was 

redistributed by the Hoover Institution of Stanford University Daily Report o f July 18, 

2017.  
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http://www.google.com/imgres?start=144&rlz=1T4ADRA_enUS556US556&tbm=isch&tbnid=bNh77TRjKKwK-M:&imgrefurl=http://newsletters.embassyofheaven.com/news9405/news9405.php&docid=tyoBhh9O1_V_FM&imgurl=http://newsletters.embassyofheaven.com/news9405/horse.gif&w=292&h=280&ei=PtDVUrCQPMOy2wW1j4DgDQ&zoom=1&iact=rc&dur=1036&page=8&ndsp=21&ved=0CJ4BEIQcMDM4ZA
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 REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD

 
 

NOTICE OF PUBLIC SCOPING MEETING 

Greetings Growers and Agricultural Interested Parties 
  

As many of you know, the current Agricultural Order (known as Ag Order 3.0) will 

expire on March 8, 2020.  With this deadline in mind, Water Board staff must now 

begin the task of developing a new Ag Order. 

 

We are holding three scoping meetings to discuss development of the next Ag 

Order.  The goal of the meetings is generally to hear your perspective on Ag Order 3.0, 

and its predecessor, Ag Order 2.0.   

 

The meetings will be listening sessions where you will have the opportunity to share 

with Water Board staff your perspective and experiences regarding the pros, cons, and 

ideas for potential improvement of the Ag Order.  Discussion topics will include the 

structure of the Ag Order, such as tiering and enrollment, as well as monitoring and 

reporting requirements. 

  

The meetings are scheduled as follows: 

  

August 7, 2017: 9:00-11:30 a.m. 

Agricultural Center Conference Room 

U.C. Cooperative Extension 
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1432 Abbott Street 

Salinas, CA 93901 

       

August 10, 2017: 1:00-3:30 p.m. 

Shepard Hall 

Santa Maria Public Library 

421 South McClelland 

Santa Maria, CA 93454 

  

August 15, 2017: 1:00-3:30 p.m. 

Watsonville Public Library 

275 Main Street, Suite 100Meeting Room (2
nd

 floor),Watsonville, CA 95076 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

MORE ON THE NEXT PAGE 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiEyLWIt53VAhUI_mMKHYcyB9cQjRwIBw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.potomacriverkeepernetwork.org%2Fproject%2Fget-the-cattle-out-campaign%2F&psig=AFQjCNFaBD-fptfV-uBSu2z1CEzAVxQyMg&ust=1500831219683794
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SUPPORT COLAB!                                                                                                                            

PLEASE COMPLETE THE 

MEMBERSHIP/DONATION FORM                           

ON THE NEXT PAGE 
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